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INTRODUCTION

The development of
-

all or most data held locally, and then evolved to the Internet

that geospatial data are loosely coupled with the underly-
ing systems used to create and handle them, and geospatial
processing functionalities are made available as remote,

In recent years the software industry has moved from

Vinoski,

onanetworkof interoperable,well-describedservicesacces-
de facto standards

-

to provide distributed geospatial access, visualization, and

is perhaps best represented by the spatial data infrastructure

key to allowing geographic services to communicate with

on standard interfaces and also on current implementations
of geospatial data processing over the Web, commonly used

yet to be met, such as those concerned with semantics, dis-
covery, and chaining of geospatial processing services and
also with the extension of geospatial processing capabilities

BACKGROUND

Service-Oriented Architecture

Web service is an executable program available on the

units) and are well described (interface description contains
functional properties), thereby promoting one of the goals

components to interactwithminimalknowledgeof theunder-
-

not focus on the concrete implementations of components)
and also by decomposing an application’s functionality into

canbepublished,discovered,aggregated, reused,andinvoked

a pyramid of distributed applications where Web services
can be published, discovered, and bound together to create

-

-
vice provider publishes service descriptions to the service

by querying the service broker and then consumes (binds

assigned both to end users (and client applications) and to
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complex, value-added services from simpler, discoverable

The OWS Service Framework

(OGC) aninternational industryconsortiumcreatedin1994
-

tions to support the exchange, sharing, and processing of

geospatial data has adopted a general set of interfaces for

-
lows:

• Application services are client-side applications that
-

Figure 1. Roles and operations in SOA

Service Category Service Name

Geoportal (one-stop portal)

Table 1. Examples of OGC Web Services
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